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foreword 

aking the ~ i f f  erenc- 

n the Forewords of the June and August issues 
of ES World. Ryoji Fukada and Chris Blake 
mentioned two important ongoing facets of our 

ents are, of course, strongly tied by one 
this increasingly competitive global 

Antarctica in the South 
By thinking globally and acting locally Elsevier 

I 
fill our mission and role of being the world's leading Science is on the one hand moving toward local 

markets with the focus on their individual 
Elsevier Science is not only making a difference in opportunities, and on the other, adopting a horizontal 

ms of concepts, organization and actions, it is also approach toward gaining momentum to explore cross- 
acting globally in active growth areas such as Latin border potential on this vast and diverse continent 

Making the difference is the name of the game. 
We have been present in Latin America over the Experience counts as well as know-how. The skills that 

last 21 years through Editora Campus, a publishing have been developed at Elsevier Science over the 
operation with the twofold mission of producing years enable us to observe and learn fast in an 
professional and academic information in the operating environment continually challenged by the 
Portuguese language and developing the marketing speed of change. W 
and sales of ES in this enormous territory 

We are now moving toward creating the RSO- 
Latin America in order to better and more efficiently 
serve the customers in this number one growth area 

l 
for Elsevier Science 

On the other hand, we are looking for new ways to 
enhance our local publishing activities in order to 
become a major player over the coming years in this 
area of tremendous potential, which stretches from 
the USAIMexico border in the north to the frontier of Claudio Rothmuller 



EES Holds Second European Conference 
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f i  photograph ebove, a memento for all partklpants, was takmn prior d 
to the dinner on the first day of the EES Conhmnce held this summer in 
ttm Netherlands. 

?+.h 

P ublishing in the future, Elsevier provided a basis for building a 
Electronic Subscription (EES) personal liaison with participants, an 

future products and developments, essential element for a successful 
new digital libraly technology and conference. 
end-user experiences were among The cpnference provided 
the topics presented at a recent ES- customers and ES staff an 
organized conference. The Business opportunity to discuss EES and 
Development department in account matters on an informal bas' 
Amsterdam in conjunction with RSO- and reinforce relationships. Some 
Europe held the Second European topics discussed with customers I 
EES Conference atdote1 Lapershoek included general and future trends 
in Hilversum, The Netherlands on virtuallelectronic library; organizatio 

. June 16 and 17. The conference, and implementation in relation to 
designed as a forum to exchange on-line journals and possible 
ideas and solutions and discuss new consortium deals. 
developments, was attended by 63 The success of the conference 
current and potential EES customers has more than affirmed the necessity 
as well as ES representatives from and continuation of such platforms orwich staff join in the celebrat~ons as M~ke Oakes, editor for World 
RSO-Europe and the Business on a global scale. Under these Textile Abstracts, receives a bottle of champagne for winning the ES 
Development department. auspices the following Regional 

The conference organizer, Conference organized by the Ja 
Colleen Hedley, Business RSO was held on September 19 
Development, handled all Tokyo. W KF technical editor; Kas Wyatt, editor, Oceanographic Literature Review; Anna 
administration electronically. This not Munns, marketing coordinator; Helen Goode, edttor, Physical Geography; 
only proved to be time-saving but Nell Davey, editor, Human Geographg 
. . . . 
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l Welcome to the Cyber Cafe 
manager, and LIZ Lowell, on-l~ne conducting a cyber cafe at h~s 
project manager, sewed as organlzatlon's annual meeting." 
Instructors. Wlng, who defines and If you're plannlng a cyber cafe, 
des~gns Web sites, sa~d, "It was Wlng recommends promoting 
lnterestlng to see the range of through advance Invltatlons, hotel 
people that stopped by the cafe. lists, reglstratlon and ~nf~rmation 
Neophytes to experts wanted to packets, posters, flyers and always 
learn. We had many repeat vlsltors have enough lnformatlon about 
and the feedback was very posltlve products readlly available. Most 
One person, the Executive Secretary ~mportantly, she sa~d to check the 
of a related society, even proposed facllltles thoroughly. W KF 

Springhouse Captures 
~thmh.l at conhvnce in San Dlego, stop by w a r  Cafe to discowr Prestigious Graphics Award 
now tools and learn about Biologkal Psychl&t@ new Web site, wtrila 
Uz L o d ,  standing at left and Nancy Wing, standing at right, espond 
to questions. 

iological Psychiatry recently 

I 
took a unique approach to 

1 launching their new Web site. The 

i Society of Biological Psychiatry and 
, Elsevier Science CO-sponsored the 
1 launch of the journal's Web site at a m 
I "cyber cafe" during the Society's 

I 
annual meeting in May 1997 in San 
Diego. According to Josh Spieler, 
publishing editor for the journal in 
New York and organizer of the cyber 
cafe, the purpose was twofold. 
"First, we.were trying to educate the to make this "workshop" less 
Society members about lnternet and structured and more invitina. 

/ CD-ROM technologies. At the same 
I time, by using the journal's new 
L Web site and our Bio-Psychiatry CD- 

ROM as learning tools,-we were able 
I to seize this opportunity to promote 
'- Elsevier psychiatry products." This 
1 creative use of a cyber cafe 
v atmosphere worked quite well, with 
I 

135 of the 3-day meeting attendees 
visiting the cafe. 

The idea for a cyber cafe arose 
when Spieler, working in 
collaboration'with the Society who 
wanted to educate its members in 
newer methods of information 
delivery, visited a computer 
workshop at a meeting he previously 
attended. However, Spieler wanted 



bullet in board 

What a Team! 

he 16th of July in an English summer and the newly formed Direct I 
I M a r k e t i n g  team in Oxford needed a chance to bond, so what better wa 

than being strapped to planks, blindfolded and spying on each other with 

Polaroid cameras? All in a day's work for these folks who relish a challenge, 

work well in a team and take change in their stride (and that's official!). 

Eynsham Hall, a management training center just outside Oxford, was the 

perfect venue for the day. Classroom discussion and outdoor activities proved 

the perfect mix for the plucky young professionals who took on each new 

challenge with a gutsy determination that brought the team together. Getting 

out of the office also gave us a chance to take a step back from the action, 

see where we're at and where we're going. The truth is, we've come a long 

way since the drive towards globalization began. Elsevier Science faces a lot 

of challenges as it looks towards the future. In Direct Marketing, at least, we 

feel we're ready for it and we've got the support of our colleagues to make i* 

happen. 

The serious side to the day was to learn strategies for dealing with 

change together. The introduction of the new global structure has brought a 

lot of upheaval and uncertainty into many areas of our working lives - and 

that's as true of Marketing as anywhere else in the group. The facilitators on 

the course helped us to learn that change can be an opportunity and not just 

a threat. One of the exercises we did, group juggling, involved standing in a 

circle and throwing an increasing number of balls to each other. Once you 

start working as a team and get a rhythm going, you can really get some 

speed up. I guess it'd be a little harder if one of the team was in New York at 

the time - so thank God for video-conferencingl 

On 16 July 1969 the first manned ship was launched to land on the 

moon.' Nearly thirty years later, we're all learning to see the globe in a 

different way and from a different place - and it doesn't look half bad. 

Thanks should go to Nicola Chainey (associate director of Direct 

Marketing) for planning our team-building day and to Jeremy Russ (Direct 

Marketing manage: in Materials Science) for organizing the day itself. 

Stephen Bradley, ESL 

"Only Fools Not  horse^""'^ I , I I  

From left to right Jemmy Russ 
(Materials Science), Jonathan 
Atkinson (Chemistry), Mike Jones 
Okaffic Coordinator), Shelley 
Arthur (Copywriter), Rebecca 
Stockdale (DM Secretary). Jo 
Enderby (SeniorlEngineering), 
Louise Angelou (Engineering), 
Nicola Chainey (Associate Director 
of Dirsct Marketing), Katharine 
L o w  OkaHic Coodinator), Rachel 
Cox (Chemistry), Stephen Bradlay 
(Social Sciences), Lesley Roberts 
(Social Sciences), Jill Rigg 
(SeniorlSocial Sciences), Kamn 
Remmington (SeniorlChemlstry). 
Tony Roche (Engineering). Harriet 
Bell (ChemistryISocial Sciences). 
Not shown: Jonathan Roscoe 
(SeniorlMaterials Science). 
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illennium 

The computer calculates the subject's age as -35 years old, thus far from blrth, never mind retirement! If the dates 

are not adjusted for the new m~llennlum, the subject would have to wait until 2065 to retire, at which t~me she 

'rll actually be 103 years old. Talk about company loyalty! 
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d Bristol~Myers Squibb Signs 
on With ISIS 

I I  Information Systems 

any announced a multimillion 
agreement in July that gives 

agreement establishes ISIS as 
foundation for Bristol-Myers 

multi-database integration 

Clinical Medic 

Social Science 
Joop Dirkmaat (A'dam) 
Arie Jongejan (A'dam) 

Environmental Chris Lloyd (Oxford) 
Bas van der Hoek (A'dam) 

Materials Science Michael Mabe (Oxford) 

Mark Lester (Oxford) 

. .  . 

The Chemscape products . . 
provide access to the integrated 
structure and data searching 
capabilities of lSlS from within a 
Web browser, along with the ability ' 

to display chemical structures and 
reactions within an HTML page or 
table. lSlS for Microsoft Excel 
combines the spreadsheet 
capabilities of Excel for Windows 95 
with the information management 
capabilities of ISIS. 

"We are pleased that Bristol 
Myers Squibb made the strategic 
commitment to use lSlS to support 
their discovery information processes 
and modernize their research 
environment," commented Tom . 
Jones, president and chief operating 
officer of MDL. W 



looking for ( I ) ,  they can look for looser 

provider of chemic 

get complicated. And suppose you weren't 
looking for the phone number for a specific 
person, but rather for a group of people - all . . . and the system will find 90 commercially 
English men over 6 feet 2 inches tall, in the 41 5 area available examples. They might take the same 
code - then the traditional telephone directory for DBU, or query and pose it against another M D L  
wouldn't be of much help. database such as Comprehensive Medicinal 

This is exactly the problem faced by Chemistry, to see whether any other known drub, 
shared this structure. 

conventions leave room for variability, and the technology is used b 
rules aren't always applied properly), and an create and maintain 
alphabetic catalog of chemical names (even if 

e each of these suppliers' names has 
nked to this single structure. by Elsevier Science 

possibilities of applying 

want to find molecules related to, but not 
exactly the same as DBU to explore the files -watch this space. 
relationship between structure and biological Dr. Phi1 l. McHale, MDL Information Systems 
activity in the hunt for a new drug. Rather than 



The voices bounce across the airwaves as Direct 

marketing and Publishing staff from Lausanne, 

Oxford and New York convene to discuss the 

Journal of Power Sources. 

10 ESW N O ~ ~ ~ B M B W  .m 

creation of a direct marketing campaign for t 

ideo conferenciqg has been the 
foundation for building the new 
global Direct Marketing Group at 

El I Er Science worldwide. "How else can 
people in so many different countries work 
together in the same room?" asks Sandy Fox, 
marketing director for Direct Marketing who 
Jpined ES in October last year. 

Direct Marketing is one of the three 
marketing groups created under the ES 



reorganization. Under the umbrella of Marketing 
Services and Sales, it also includes Global 

l Marketing and Corporate Marketing. Global 
Marketing is responsible for market research 
and for developing, together with the Publishing 

I Groups, the marketing plans for each of the 

f products and product lines. The role of 
Corporate Marketing is to present a consistent 
message and face for the company in all 
catalogs, price lists, the ES lnternet home page, 
corporate exhibits and communications. In 
other words, in all areas not related to specific 
products. 

direct marketing, claims Fox, who has 20 years 
of experience at agencies and corporations in 
fields as diverse as mutual funds, publishing 
and car rentals. The first rule is "TALK 
BENEFITS!" Tell the recipients why they need to 
subscribe to a journal, how it will make their 
lives easier, save them time or keep them 
abreast of everything important happening in 
their field. Don't tell them how wonderful the 
journal is, tell them why they need it! 

The second rule is "TALK YOU!" Every 
sentence in an effective brochure should stress 
how the journal helps "you" and why "you" can't 

Antoniades, who had recently attended a 
direct marketing meeting in Oxford, 
immediately recognized the people she had met 
face to face there including Fox, senior writer 
David Stern and creative director Leslie Foster. 
She introduced Noukakis to her colleagues in 
New York. Arthur was connected from Oxford. 

Well in advance of this meeting Antoniades 
and Noukakis had prepared a briefing document 
outlining the purpose, history, key facts and 
target market for the Journal of Power Sources. 
Participants on both sides of the ocean have 
this document in hand. One of the key elements 

I + .  
l Brochure 

f ,  

Direct ~arketing is r=,sponsible for 
planning, developing and implementing direct 
marketing efforts for all publishing units 
including direct mail, telemarketing and 
exhibitions. Direct Marketing executes many of 
the plans developed by Global Marketing. 

Throughout much of the spring and 
summer, Fox personally participated in an 
average of two video conferences a day. The new 
.technology goes hand in hand with the -- 
implementation of a new philosophy about 
direct marketing mailings. Mailings should be 
targeted to lead the recipient directly to the 
desired action - subscribing to a journal, 
submitting a paper or renewing a subscription. 
'What we have to remember is that our 
subscribers and potential subscribers open mail 
just like everyone else in the world," says Fox. 
"If mail is confusing and people say: 'I think I'll 
look at this later,' the odds of their ever 
responding drop themendously. We have to 
make sure we tell them clearly what we want 
them to do and how we-want them to do it " 

In the past dne brochure often served many 
purposes: soliciting scientific papers, providing 
subscription informati*?, offering free sample 
issues or advertising back copies. The lack of 
focus often buried the fhessage the brochure 
was intended to convey. The brochures 
themselves were written either in the third 
person talking about the attributes of a certain 
journal, or in the first person talking about 'We 
at Elsevier. .." and didn't stimulate the reader to 
take the desired action. 

There are two immutable rules of successful 

live without it. A brochure also has to tell "you" of the briefing document is a clear and concise 
exactly what step "you" should take next. statement of the problem that the Journal of 

Writing effective brochure copy demands Power Sources can solve for its readers. In this 
expertise and experience. A lot of knowledge case, Antoniades has put the problem this way: 
and effort go into producing copy that is so "1 am an engineer working in the battery or fuel 
seemingly simple and straightforward, yet cell field. How can I keep up-to-date with the 
effective. With the globalization of Direct latest developments and discoveries in this 
Marketing, the task of writing brochure copy has sector?" The answer: "The journal of Power Sources 
passed from the marketing manager or offers a new section: Patents Alert, which. 
publishing editor to the professional copywriter. contains abstracts of recently issued patents in 
Before copywriters can start to hone and polish the United States and published patent 
perfect messages, however, they need answers applications filed in more than 30 countries ..." 
to questions that until now had not always The give-and-take among participants in 
been asked -- questions aimed at developing a Lausanne, Oxford and New York lasts slightly 
better profile of exactly what kind of a person over a half hour. Let's listen in: 
opens the mailing. 'What action do you want the recipient of 

Sitting in the conference room in Elsevier the mailing to take?" asks Fox. "Are we trying to 
Science Lausanne last lune, direct marketing get new subscribers or renewals?" 
manager Laura Antoniades and publishing "1 want to make my budget," Noukakis . 
editor Dimitrios Noukakis were getting ready for answers honestly. "It could be either renewals or 
their first video conference. They would be new subscribers. Does it make a big'difference?" 
linked with copywriter Shelly Arthur in Oxford "Oh, yes," Fox replies. 'We use a different 
and Fox and her creative team in New York. The tone and call to action if it's &,pinewal. With 

preventing attrition for the lournal of Power 
Sources, which is published in Lausanne. 

A nicely dressed young man a 

from Link-VTC in Col 
handles video confer 
Science. "Shall I call 

table in New York began t 



international," Noukakis answers. 
Now comes perhaps the hardest and most 

critical question of all: "Will the people who 
open the mailing be able to authorize an 
expenditure for a subscription on their own or 
will they need to seek approval within the 
company?" 

"I think they will need approval within the 
company." Antoniades suggests. 

"Many of our subscribers are small 
companies that specialize in the field," counters 
Noukakis, "and in those cases, the head of the 
company will also be attending conferences and 
therefore will be on our list. I think we should 
aim this piece at engineers in applied research 
in the industry." 

Fox asks: "And why do they need the new 
Patents Alert section?" 

Noukakis answers. "It takes scientists a lot 
of time to discover which patents actually affect 
their field of research, so we offer them an easy 
way to find out what is happening." 

"That's exactly what we'te looking for - easy 
way or time saving. That's why it's so important to 
have publishing editors at these meetings," Fox 
exclaims. 

Before goodbyes are said and Oxford and 
New York sign off, Stern asks Noukakis and , . 
Antoniades for a list of recent and upcoming 
hot topics, articles that will grab the attention 
of scientists in the field of batteries and fuel 
cells. 

The efficiency of the direct marketing 
brochure production process has been evolving 
ever since June. In order to reduce time lags in 
production of marketing materials, procedures 
needed to be established and working 
relationships sorted out in the new department 
Staff looked at ways to streamline processes 
and standardize language used in marketing 
materials. Direct Qrketing managers 
themselves generated a checklist that is now 
used company wide to ensure that everything - 
including buzz words, hot topics and a list of 
noteworthy recent articles - is ready to go 
before the briefing meeting takes place. 

Development of a series of brochure 

I 
templates has also streamlined the process. 
'We don't have to keep redesigning renewal 
notices or calls for papers," explains Fox. "In 
each site - Oxford. Amsterdam, Lausanne, and 
New York - we will have a book of templates 
with perhaps three or four format variations of 
each to choose from. A marketing manager can 

market and together with a copywriter work out 
messages for standard text blocks including 
benefits of the publication, hot topics, etc." 

"In the future, only very special mailings will 
require the kind of time and energy we have 
been putting into the creation of each and every 
brochure this year," Fox continues. "I will still be 
involved in the creation of a 5-color Silver 

Anniversary brochure, for example, or other 
similar very special projects, but more and more 
of the writing and the graphic design of 
brochures will be done locally where possible, 
based on the formats and templates we have 
developed." The direct marketing group is 
responsible for one thousand mailings a year, 
not including flyers, fact sheets and 
advertisements. Working with in-house talent 
and local vendors will speed up the production 
time tremendously. 

In Lausanne, for example, award-winning 
graphic artist Thierry Lenzin, head of the local 
production department, is now developing the 
art work and layout for most Lausanne 
publication brochures. The advantages of 
producing the brochures locally are tremendous 
not only in terms of production time, but also 
in the feeling and local color brought to the 
process. "Thierry is already well acquainted with 
our journals, and in fact has designed most of 
the covers for our publications," says 
Antoniades. "He has a real feeling for most of 
them and the brochures he designs are 
beautiful." 

For direct marketing managers like 
Antoniades in Lausanne, the new approach to 
direct marketing represents both a challenge 
and an opportunity. "Setting up this new global 
marketing structure has taken time. At first 
everything we were doing was new, but I can 
already see that it's moving more smoothly after 
just a few months, and I am sure in the future it 
will make our jobs easier and more effective 
because we will have well-written highly 
targeted brochures that produce results." 

The ability to measure the results of direct 
marketing mailings will, in fact, be one of the 
greatest benefits of the new approach. Fox 
believes. "In the past it was almost impossible 
to measure the effectiveness of a mailing 
because we were asking people to do too many 
different things," she says. Now the direct 
marketing departments in New York and 
Amsterdam will tally results and product 
managers can contact their direct marketing 
manager for copies of the reports. 

Improvements in conferencing technology 
will also speed up and enhance the process in 
the future. Fox is looking forward to the day 
when video conferencing with its low resolution 
pictures will be replaced by a company wide 
communications network based on high quality 
ISDN lines and cameras at every PC workHation 
that allow copywriters in one country to confer 
with direct marketing managers in anotber from 
the comfort of their own desks 

For the present however, video conferencing 
will continue. By early next year the direct 
marketing department will have concrete figurks 
on the effectiveness of its new brochures and 
mailings. "That's the moment I'm waiting for 
says Noukakis. "I want to see if this approacl 
really helps us get new subscriptions and 
prevent attrition, and when that happens, 1'11 be 
very happy." W Candi Harper 
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Medica Supports 
edicine 

l 

women and how diseases expressed Lily medical research themselves. Since clinical trials until that time ,.>L\,, L L C A ,  rr H primaril I;.  bee 

Aogy an' 2 that's k 
)men wit ~dificatio 
bgato, M[ 
:)men's t 

had mainly excluded women, results of male 
research were being applied blindly to females. 
lnformation about cardiovascular disease in 

t females is vital as it is the number one killer in 
women. For the last eight years, the 
cardiovascular community has been 
communicating information about women and 
heart disease, taking a more focused approach 

- - 

journal). Dr. Legato nas joined forces with to educate women about their cardiovascular 
Excerpta Medica, a1 
Procter G Gamble, t e Partnership for Women's Health at 
women's Health at bia is one of the first women's health 
research gender-sp es to focus on gender-specific medicine. 

develop educational programs to arm 
physicians and their patients with the 
information they need to make informed 

to focus on gender-specific med decisions about their healthcare. "Using our 
gender-specific medical knowledge, we'll issue a 

spearhead the development of comprehensive series of tools for women and their physicians, 
and unique educational programs. Excerpta providing them with the educational materials 

F Medica will assist the Partnership by developing about cardiovascular disease, depression, 
' a gender-specific database focusing on the osteoporosis and a number of other important 

study of bone and osteoporosis therapeutic issues," says Dr. Legato. 
areas. The Partnership intends to accomplish its 

Dr. Legato decided four years ago to begin mission by using a new approach to women's 
searching for sponsorship for research into health, gender-specific medicine, to better 
women's health. Her aim was to provide better understand the physiological differences 
medical treatment for women. After enlisting between women and men. The gender-specific 
Excerpta Medica to help her find out what approach to health care will not exclude men. 
information was already available on the topic, On the contrary, information about the 
Dr. Legato's suspicions were confirmed. She mechanisms by which men resist certain 
discovered that most of the research called diseases that affect women may be 
women's health was on gynecologic problems fundamentally useful to both genders. A few 
or breast cancer. In Dr. Legato's experience as a examples of diseases which disproportionately 
cardiologist, there were many more issues affect females are lupus, multiple sclerosis, 
related to the differences between men and interstitial cystitis, and depression. 

Dr. Murianm Legato, director of thm 
Partnonhip hr Wormnf H~aIth at Columbia I 

ESW Nwambu w I 



Journals With a 
French Connections part I 

 ME'S Publications Elsevier produces 
~ , lournals that differ from other ES 

'i U journals principally in two ways, the 

Mddicales Elsevier (ESME) . 

journals are in the local language and sell to 

(ESW vol. 12, no. 2), described the medical individuals who are mainly physicians. "Another 
notable difference is the advertising and 
sponsorship business the journals hold, which 
brings in approximately 30% of ESME's 
revenue," says Daniel Schiff, editorial director nf 

encyclopedia of Editions Scientifiques et Publications Elsevier 
Publications Elsevier is divided int? four 

departments - the Academic, Medical, Clinirb, 
Chemistry and Biotechnology Departments 

The Academic Department serves the most 
typical Elsevier market Peer-reviewed academic 
journals are published by ESME and sold to 
libraries. Although the content is similar to 
most Elsevier publications, in Paris almost all 
journals are society-owned Publications 
Elsevier is thus a service company for learned Part 11 tgkes a look at the journals side of ESME. societies, implying a strong service and 
market sensitivity. This culture started with the 
publication of the lnstitut Pasteur journals and 
evolved with the publication of the lNRA 
(Institut National de Recherche Agronomique) 
journals. Now, with the winning bid in 1997 for a 
twelve-year contract, ESME publishes the 
proceedings of the French Academy of Science, 
serving its 3,000 institutions. 

In July 1997, ESME purchased the entire list 
of journals in the exact sciences, published 

, under the Gauthier Villars imprint, from the 
Societ6 des Wriodiques Specialis6s. "ES's 
mathematics list will be significantly 
strengthened by the addition of these 



ffe 
prestigious journals, several of which have very 
high impact factors," said Catherine Lucet. 
managing director of ESME 

The Medical Department publishes reviews 
selected from academic journals. The medical 
journals differ from the academic journals in 
that most of the subscribers are physicians with 
over half the revenues coming from non- 
subscription sources Advertising sells well in 
lournals that serve an individual market 
"Pharmaceutical firms naturally want to put 
advertisements in a journal that lands on the 
desk of a physician who prescribes medicines," 
says Schiff The robust growth of non- 
subscription revenues (advertisements and 
sponsored projects) points out the benefits 
which can be accrued from the original 
qilanization of Publications Elsevier. Each 
division is local market focused with its own 
editorial, production and sales department 
'This is part of the quick response to market 

ed culture which we try to maintain," explains 
n the Medical Department this has led 
loping the synergies already existing 
e Encyclopkdie Mkdico-Chirugicale, 

ing up the French operations base of 
ta Medica, and actively selling EMBASE 
market as in others, we try to answer all 
rmation an~communication needs of 
ket, a French twist to one-stop 

opping The payoff? Aside from increasing 
turnover and margins, in 1996. the Annales 
Fran~aises d'Anesthesie et de Rlanimation, one of 
France's top five medical specialist journals, 
switched publishers and came to Publications 
Elsevier," says Schiff 

Clinical Chemistry produces a broadsheet 
that is also sold to individuals: the physicians 
and pharmacists of French laboratories The 

. material is written by a team of journalists 
directed by an in-house editor-in-chief 

ESME recently purchased Labo France, a 
" society that publishes a leading journal for 

clinical chemists and the 
reference directory for the 
same market. It is hoped that, 
with the combination of 
ESME's existing titles in the -4.-*-- 

field and these new 
publications, the Clinical 
Chemistry sales force will be able 
to answer all customer needs 

"Essentially, the difference 
between the academic and medical journals lies 
in to whom they are sold The difference 
between the medical and clinical chemistry 
departments is how the material is solicited," 
summarized Schiff 

The biotechnology department publishes 
Biofutur, a magazine produced by a team of in- 
house journalists. Sold by subscription and at 
newspaper stands, the publication is doing well 
Sales have grown 15% in the past year. 

ESME's strength, according to Schiff, is its 
professional~sm. By offering a quality edge and 
using the recognized Elsevier trademark, ESME 
is able to successfully fulfil the publishing 
needs of the French national scientific 
community 

ESME's current developments include the 
total restructuring of its production process by 
early 1998, thus making all the company's 
journals suitable for integration into the 
Electronic Warehouse and ScienceDirect Schiff 
concludes, "Growth will come from organic 
growth, acquisitions of local market leaders, 
and transferring our skills to neighboring 
national markets " 1 Natasha Gunn, ESBV 
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~ k o m p a n y  business 

Virtual Editorial Office 

l inre the development of the Virtual 
) Ed~torial Office (VEO), the postman 
'doesn't always ring twice at ES. If he 
Buld get a computer answering the 

dooi. {.,dybe not literally, but with the launch of 
the Virtual Editorial Office, submitting a paper 
to ES doesn't always require a stamp - or even a 
letter opener. 

Getty Bruens, David Greaves, Bas van der 
Hoek, Car1 Schwarz and Jan Visser are among 
those involved in the VEO experiment at ESNL. 
The VEO is designed to allow authors to submit 
their manuscripts electronically, enables auto- 
mated checking of the manuscript to make sure 
it is entered correctly, and allows the journal 
editor to send off the manuscript for refereeing 
without touching a single piece of paper. 

Currently the VEO is still an ongoing devel- 
opment, according to van der Hoek and 
Greaves. "We're drip feeding the system, utiliz- 
ing feedback from users to refine the computer 
code. There's a bit of trial and error involved in 

designing the system," explains van der Hcsk. 
Nuclear Physics has been used as a pi:rnary 

testing ground for the VEO. Schwarz explain$. 
that Nuclear Physics was chosen because 
authors in this field are already used to 
electronic submissions and because most are 
using more or less the same methods 
(TeXILaTeX and Postscript) for writing their 
papers Also. Schwarz mentioned, since the 
editorial office of Nuclear Physics A is in-house, 
it was a much easier venture than running a 
trial through an external editorial office. 

Schwarz asked authors who submitted 
papers conventionally through the post to 
resubmit those papers through the VEO. Nearly 
half the authors responded, and Schwarz notes, 
the process was generally very well received. 
"The competition does this [electronic submis- 
sion] so authors are getting used to it in gener- 
al," claims Schwarz. "It makes ES look good and 
enhances our reputation." 

Greaves, who developed the VEO, described 
the features of the VEO as it currently exists. "It 



aim is to have a fully automated system, the 
human element of service will still be essential uploading 
in the foreseeable future. The VEO does the 

we don't want to lose." 
From start to finish, the current 

via a Web interface. 

accessible to th 





e challenge." Gerard Kany, a fellow production 
manager and colleague for 15 years, agrees that 
a production manager needs to be flexible. He , Fren! 
says Frans is always willing to take that extra 

' ha rr 
step to get the job done. 

wife JosP seldom see each other during 
thawgh both work in the same building 

ny wife. As long as I have my heaith 1 
Ik." He enjoys time with his wife, 
m children, Frank and Marcella, 24 
n old respectively. 
6, an employee at Reed Elsevier NL, 
I company, is responsible for 
&& Ownership plans and 
Wrance plans. Although the twb 
3rk together every day and only work 
pert, they usuakky don't have a .' 
iee each other until it is time to 
w e  again. However, Frans and Io& 
g utcursions and travelling as muck - 
l and recently spent time vacationing 

tvident that Frans takes pride in his 
1 the business of EMMC. He believes 
' stands out from other 
~tions campanies. "EMMC is not just 
ing company Doctors read our 
ecause they know the quality and 
se behind the cover. I have heard that 
their secretaries to throw away 

rials but when it is a document from 
r read it." Frms' important role 
to the efforts of EMMC because 

'liable prpdzlction mapager illke 
wouldn't be any d&umints forthe 



too l s  G t e c h n i q u e s  

CardioSource: 

Building a Web 
The development team for the CardioSource 
prototype and the CardioSource alpha version 
(left to right). Top row: Berlinda Kerkhof, project 
manager; Tom Lewis-Flood, IT prototype; bottom 
row: Carlos Haase, design prototype; Jim Snyder. 
Webmaster prototype; Stephen Cohen, 
production; Martijn Tel, finances ScienceDirect 
and CardioSource; Matthew Taylor. IT 
development. 

Missing from picture: Anita de Waard, Publishing 
Research and Technology; Chris Shillum, 
representing IT ScienceDirect in the CardioSource 
team; Nancy Axelrod, Marketing CardioSource. 

hdvr kept the navigation choices viewable at all 
tirncs without requiring scrolling to reach tliern, 

but  i t  woul(l have required redesigning tl ie 

artwork oncr It would have required 
scve r~ l  te,~rn rnerribers to tClke a crdsli course iri 
fr,irne cotiirig As it wds absolutely necessdry to  

be contident in t h r  derno tor the society 

conference, i t  was tiecidcd that t l ie frames 

functiondlity wds riot possible irr the tirrie 
allotted 

several full text art1cle5 However dfler d - Tip #2: Develop a site diagram early in the 
r three weeki ~n Idnudry a team ~n pldnnlng meetlriq ,I[ the bcqlnnlng of Idnudry production cycle. 
e New York o f f~ce fdced d chdlienge the concept of CdrdloSource was re evaluated 

con5tructrng d dernon5tratlon for the to  rnclude qulte a b ~ t  ot orlglndl dcjtd not One clement in producing the CdrdloSource 
proposed C;rrdloSoi~rce Web sltc In t lme for the Jvdlldble from SclenceDrrect lncludlng a derno wd i  of con51derable help ~n ddtierrng to  
Sdn Dlego conference of the Soc~ely of Thordclc cllnlcdl trrdl ddtdbdse d cdlenddr of event5 dnd the three week deadllne d fully-drdwn dragrdm 
Surgery The fol low~ng 1151 of tlps gleaned trom a link to  the Reuter5 new5 5ervlce ot the slte d15trlbuted dmong the team 
the teams experrences ~n thrs endeavor - both Another straln on our non-negotiable member5 dnd kept up-to-date It showed whdt 
~ t <  i5tructlve efforts dnd 1 t 5  dedd ends - can deadllne was the de51gn of the CdrdloSource elements were t o  exl5t what elernent5 required 
' ,d t o  pldn your own Web burldrng grdphrc5 The drtwork wds Impressive rn ~ t s  srmulated pd5iword protection and m n ~ t  

executron and 11 was a help rather than d ~mpor tdnt  what elements llnked t o  wli I: Tiir' 
hindrance In slte ndvlgatlon But the frndl allowed srte development to  contlnuc. 'h ' (  the - ... . . . . . .  - . .  
grdphlc des~gn wds the end result of numerous next ver5lon of the grdphlcs wds b e ~ n g  
dpproval cycles and twedk~ng - dddlng d devgned and ~t ensured that no element of the 
horrzontal l ~ n e  to  sepdrdte header and footer a srte was ~nadvertently overlooked Such a 
from page content. removing a I~ght-blue grid to dldgrdm or dt the very ledst d checkl~st of slte 

. . .  

paukble. up completion of the site's art component but 
d also of all the other elements as well. The 

The first item that pushed the deadline CardioSource graphics contains the navigation 
envelope was the determination of site content, choices the user can make - for example, the 
specifically data derived from printed journals main graphic contains the words "Online 
versus "other" text data. CardioSource was loumals", which eventually links to tables of 
originally envisioned as a "vertical product" - a contents available for browsing - and so was 
customized, in-depth, single-field product - that essential in envisioning and subsequently 
would provide the full text of 13 or more core creating the underlying directory structure of 
cardiology journals, and a field-specific the demo. 
interface for the data contained in the Both the changes in artwork and in the 
ScienceDirect "horizontal product" - a full-text content atrained our three-c~nck deadlind; but 
database of all Elsevier articles. The project was did -notbieak K Late in the deqiopment cycle, 
described to team members in early December .- A thiy@i:$+ o ~ n s t q d  %e navigatjon ,' 
as containing a year's worth of tables of .. ::'r.i$&&!~hh& , ~,#J?IMs.~'PM6;VjQ4#:.  : . 

3w-&,&f7$& .. 
contents for about 17 Journals, along with .I... . ~ s w ~ & . j , + & & l b f . . . ! :  ..,. - . A . > >  ..: . . . . . '! 

.-;;: ..:...-.",, :, :.::. ..*. . . , . ". ' :. 
. .. ::.C:: . - . .. 

; T.G-&&*.; ;;>*. ;.-L ,,... , ,.,?:.W -:..:::' 
.&>, **L<;T,. q2 :. ..;:;f:": .? >!.,:;; :;.:. - '.:.': .' - "" - , 

. ., - :A: :S :..... 



Project Leader: Berlinda 
Graphic Designer: Carlos Haase 
Programmer: Chris Rywalt 
TACT programming, data 
processing: Tom Lewis-Flood 

Demo 
CD-ROM navigation tool and by separate places. You make a symbolic file 

themselves. However, the Web browser reads the most time in site development, particularly 
ser's browser can view when using HTML tables and forms. ~his'is.trie 

preliminary research on the Web, 

ahead of time as it affects all other aspects of a platform, the absolute paths broke. (For rip #S: Brainatonning works. Ry to 
site - design, coding, art, and so forth. In the examples of the different syntaxes, compare the organim the ddwiopnmrit environment h 
case of the CardioSource demo, we knew who URLs of an Elsevier live page verses that same such a way as to facilitate feedbad 
our users would be - Elsevier demonstrators - page saved on your local drive.) Careful 
and so could assumehequire a certain level of consideration should be given to relative verses 
technical capability. absolute paths, as they are not perfectly ... 

interchangeable. 
Tip #4: Tly to have as much data as Tables of contents were unexpectedly 
possible in a fonn that can be processed difficult items to generate. Electronic files for 



&hanoraw executive editor 
nrilraror &.C slater. 

. have occurred during the past 50 year 

which will . , 

day of celebration for El 

r to create a better 



my life there," she recarlea fonc 

of a company that has taken up the challenpes 
of electronic publishing early on. It deserves 
due respect as a company that is still sustaining 

dica would make electronic publishing as a comqercial 
enterpdse whereas many competitors in the 

increased, from an original 25 to more than 106 in the works for a reception with customers. 
ES staff and 60 freel~~ncers, who are involved in shared with RSO-Europe at the upcoming 
the production, development and marketing of Online meeting this December. 
EMBASE products and services and other Much of the New York and Amsterdam m 

8. the Excerpta Medica abstract journals ~ondary databases. The office, originally EMBASE staff quietly celebrated the 50th 
located over a shoe shop in Amsterdam now anniversary together in April, at a reception in 

hile the journals still assumed takes up most of the second floor of the NY. Commemorative clocks were distributed 

director product management and marketing for 
SPD in NY. "Not many companies are around for 
50 years, although Excerpta MedicaIEMBASE 

MedicaIEMBASE has also commemorated the 

launch of EMBASE Online to various CD's, hand to automation," says the 25-year SPD 
as pre-congress publicity for the Online 



rfield approachit., 

[Thanksgiving Day, the fourth Thursday each November, is one of the biggest holidays in the 
US. Commemorating the Pilgrim's survival of their first winter in the New World, the holiday b 
celebrated annually with celebrations of thanks, feasting, American football and parades. 
Among the best known is the annual Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York City. -Ec 





1 podiumlpeople  f i le  

TRANSITIONS 

ESBV 
Fulfilment & Distribution was 
transferred from Frans Visscher to 
Russ White. Chris Blake remains 
process owner for order fulfilment 
and will report to Russ in this 
capacity. Chris has assumed the IT 
portfolio from Frans. Sam 
Ledeboer, IT director ad interim, 
will now report to Chris. Robert J.C. 
Neeleman has returned to his role 
as group director Human Resources 
& Organization/Legal after 
assignment with MDL, and will focus 
on organizational development. 
Hiske Gerbrandy, who assumed 
HR&O responsibilities in Robert's 
absence, was appointed Human 
Resources director, with HR 
directorslmanagers of the ES 
companies now coordinated through 
her. John van den Berg joined the 
company as senior development 
manager, Strategic Planning & 
Development, reporting to Peter 
Nientker. 

Not a lot of 
people know 
that... 
H ave you ever wondered why 

British people do not eat 
'cookies', they eat 'biscuits'? Or why 
Brits rarely use the word 'boss'? 
Even today, no true Brit knows what 
a 'stoop' is. 

Actually, these are Dutch words 
(koekjes, baas, stoep) that crossed 
the Atlantic Ocean about 250 years 
ago but never made it across the 
English Channel. 

American English not only has 
different spelling than British English 
(color = colour) but also includes 
many different words from other 
languages - a surprising amount of 
them are Dutch words. 

Other lovely examples of Dutch- 
American English words are 
caboodle, waffle, poppycock, 
dunderhead, coleslaw and nitwit.. 
Clive Ewing, ESNL 

(sources: Oxford English Dictionary, 
Webster's Dictionary, Made in 
America by Bill Bryson) 

ESI 
New York 
Gwyn Williams has been appointed 
senior vice president, Finance. Pat 
Sabosik has joined Elsevier Science 
as general manager, ScienceDirect, 
replacing Karen Hunter who sewed 
as acting general manager. Karen 
has returned to her position of 
senior vice president. 
The New York and Oxford 
Advertising Sales department have 
merged to form the Global Ad Sales 
Department reporting to Janet 
Bailey. 

David Miller joined Electronic 
Publishing Product Development 
(EPPD) as an electronic project 
manager. James Snyder was 
promoted to electronic publishing 
coordinator within EPPD. Brian 
Sweet has become director of 
Product Management & Marketing, 
Secondary Publishing Division, 
reporting to Wubbo Tempel. 
Fernando Tejada of the Data 
Center's User Services was upgraded 
to user sewices analyst. Christina 
Cushlng was promoted to assistant 
editor for Math & Computer 
Sciences and John Steinkamp 
became editorial coordinator for 
Clinical Medicine. Jonathan Glover 
was hired as an editor in Chemistry. 

Leavers include: Michael Flaxman 
of Electronic Publishing Production 
Development, Jennifer O'Neill of 
the Secondary Publishing Division 
and Michael Ballingall of Clinical 
Medicine. 

Spri~g- 
Welcome to Joanne DlNunzio, 
marketing manager, and Maggy 
Lytwyn, sales representative. Book 
Editorial welcomes new employees 
Donna Carpenter, editorial director, 
and Steve Hungerford, production 
coordinator. Cralg Mongeau, 
associate editor, joined the Magazine 
Editorial team and Ralph Smith 
joined Magazine Circulation and 
Fulfilment as director. The Wound 
Care team welcomes Laura 
Alexander as project director. 

FDC 
Mike Koppenheffer and Carrie 
Weissenberg have been assigned to 
the UK on a six-month project to 
explore European drug industry 
news to add to FDC's coverage mix. 
They will be based in the Kidlington 
office during their assignment. 

MDL 
Welcome to new employees: Mark 
Green, technical support analyst, 
Customer Support; Maddy Urken 
and John Konkus, project leaders, 
Consulting; Albert Cnxenzo, 
course developer/applications 
instructor, Educational Services; 
Phillip Ramsey, systems engineer 
for Product Development in 
Nashville, and Cynthia Leeder, 
project leader, Product Development. 
Henry Wang was hired as 
applications consultant in 
Consulting, Jeffrey Drew joined as 
regional manager for Consulting 
Services and Jessie Kuo was hired 
as a configuration engineer in 
Product Development. Tolshl Maruo 
joined the Japan office as senior 
scientisvmanager of technical 
support and Anne Zenhaeusern 
became the finance and 
administration manager in p ,  

Switzerland. 

Leavers were b y e  ~ o l b d k ,  . , 
researcher, Product Development, 
Nashville; Kathy Wlllis, corporate 
counsel, Contract Management & . 
Licensing; Heiming Hui, 
configuration manager, and Charles 
Choi, configuration engineer in 
Product Development; Ken 
Pizzagoni, systems engineer, 
Information Systems Technology; 
Barbara Ross, senior public 
relations specialist, Corporate 
Communications; Stella Odisho, 
senior software engineer, Product 
Development; Julle Bertucceli, 
quality assurance manager, Product 
Development; June Ma, senior 
software test engineer, Product 
Development; Prameela Gopu, 
applications consultant, Consulting, 
New Jersey. 

ESL 
Kidllngton 
Nick Sharp was appointed Year 
2000 project director. Sam 
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as IT project manager 

by project officer Maltolm 
Lmsley lwine and Fiona 
ve been appointed process 
reporting to Liz. Melinda 
replaced Lesley as executive 
to Chris Blake. Welcome to 
rk, who joins Marine and 

bb, head of Editorial 
; Derek Albion, head 

assessment editor within SPD. 
Deirdre Clark, Gerald Oreel and 
Eelco Janzen became author 
support coordinators in Production. 
Christina Strom-Solomonides, 
Lorraine van Nes-Stuckgold and 
Marianne Sormani were appointed 
issue managers reporting to Angelica 
Lex. Former ES World editor, Gini 
Werner, has been appointed 
assistant coordinator for offprints in 
the Log-in Department. 

Within IT Development, Nico 
Poppelier became team leader for 
ITD and Herbert van Zijl became 
head of Product Application 
Development. Wietza van der 
Laan joined Production 
Development as electronic project 
engineer. Fons Ey was promoted to 
data and database manager within 
SPD. Ton Bos joined Engineering as 

m% a ~roiect enoineer 

Felix Haest has become head of 
Direct Marketing in Amsterdam, 
reporting to Sandy Fox. Erik van 
Aert, formerly senior product 
manager for Analytical Chemistry 
has succeeded Felix as senior advisor, 
HR&O. Vanessa K- was 
appointed to Global Marketing as 
marketing and sales coordinator. 
Nicollen KwakkelrtcLin became 
assistant head of General Affairs. 

Farewell to Cheyl Lupton- 
Murphy, promotion manager (ESI), 
who worked from home, Lotte 
Sluyser, head of DCmt Marketing, 
and M o f  Hoakstra, Ian Shirlaw, 
and Bob Quanjer, copy editors. 

team as inputloutput manager EMMC . 
Andy Kourdoulos became Heather Btxerra was hired as an 

control officer for the EW. account executive for the 
International Business Unit. 
In the BenScan Unit, lrene Meester 
was hired as a junior medical project 

Guklo Hallie and Dineke 
Moerman were appointed as 

ntal business development managers, 
and Lisette Huyskamp became an 

and account executive. Fokko 
Velthuljsen became head of 
bookkeeping for Finance at 
Bugamor. At EMAL, Dr. &an Marsh 

people  f i le  

Ad Kolsters, medical project #) Years 
manager, left the company. Frances Benthem-Straaten, 

Amsterdam 
Dorothy Bostic, New York 

Welcome to ~ n a r e  de Klerk, Anneke Sandbrink-Mathot, 
controller, Financial Department ESI Amsterdam 
& Marketina Services & Sales. and 
lnez van Guzen, sales support 
coordinator. CS Years 

Matie Patterson, Springhouse 

Jon Clayborne became in-house 
sales manager. Marsha Levell of 
Exhibitions left the company. 

RSOlSingapore 
Chris Kluiters was appointed RSO 
director for Asia Pacific Region, upon 
Jaco Zijlstra's return to Amsterdam. 

CO Years 
Mike Bender, Springhouse 
Bert Dokter, Amsterdam 
EIS Frensdorff-Breuring, 
Amsterdam 
Helmut Hummelbrunner, 
Amsterdam 
Astrid Preij-Seymonsbergen, 

USA Amsterdam 
Lausanne Hamy Rey, Amsterdam 

Carla Bryois, HR&O manager, 
Mlnnie Rose, Springhouse 

assumed responsibility of the Elly Sanders-Heuft, Amsterdam 

General Affairs Department together 'Initf Amsterdam 
with her Human Resource function 
on October 1. Welcome to Rita 
Brightwell, journal supervisor, 
Production, reporting to Eef 
Vogelezang. Congratulations to Dr. 
Guido Zosirno Landoh, who has 
been promoted to associate 
publisher within Chemistry & 
Chemical Engineering. 

Nkolai Sandborg, direct marketing 
manager and Paul Edouard 
Domond, PCAJnix systems manager, 
have moved to the Elsevier Science 
office in New York. 

ESME 
The Paris office welcomes the 
following new employees; Martine 
Tirouche, secretary general of Revue 
Francaise des Laboratoires; Richard 

l s  -CS 
W r y  Linser, New York 
Beth Neikirk, Springhouse , 

loyearr 
Susan Doan-Johnson, 
lrene Elsevie~Nap, A 
Ruth Hunter, Springh 
Atie Korte-Buisman 
Anthony Newmin, 
Giannlna Pkcaluga, 
Peter Shepherd, Lau 

II 

Leo Berkhoff should read Leo 

Annemarie Johnson should 
read Annemiek Jansen. 

With sincerest apolog~es. Editor. 
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